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Drives & Motors, Made for the Pharmaceutical and Hygiene Industry

LinMot has the right product selection for your demanding pharmaceutical and hygienic applications. LinMot motors are 
highly dynamic, provide a very high protection class while requiring very low maintenance and are easy to clean.

Drive solution with protection class IP64S con-
sisting of a linear guide and a permanently integ-
rated LinMot linear motor. Stroke lengths up to 
575 mm and peak force up to 572 N are offered.

Guided Motors

Motor series with independently programm-
able linear and rotary direct drive in a slim 
housing. Available with the following optional 
features: Built-in precision torque measuring, 
integrated force sensor, vertical load compen-
sation, hollow shaft.

The listed motors can be controlled by LinMot 
servo drives of various power classes. Depen-
ding on the product series, the control electro-
nics communicate via EtherNet/IP, CIP Sync,  
EtherCAT (CiA402, SoE), PROFINET, ProfiDrive, 
Sercos III, Powerlink or CANopen.

Linear Rotary Motors

Servo Drives

PR02 - Series

Motor series completely made of stainless steel 
(EN 1.4404/AISI 316) for highest hygienic re-
quirements with protection class up to IP69K.

Stainless steel linear motors

DM01 - Series

P01- Series
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Packing with LinMot

Linear motors from LinMot have been used in packa-
ging machines for over twenty years. Continuously in-
novating motor designs, they offer a decisive advantage: 
flexibility. The freely programmable motion and force 
progression of the drives makes it possible to design 
stroke movements in such a way that the mechanics 
around the motor remain unaffected during product 
changeover. The latest LinMot motor designs incorpora-
te clean surfaces suitable for FDA and clean applications.

Filling with LinMot

Users wishing to combine the advantages of dosing ba-
sed on flow measurement with those of piston dosing 
in a rotary filling machine now have clean design LinMot 
motor options. Using LinMot stainless steel motors, the 
stroke movement of the filling needles can be mechani-
cally decoupled from the movement of the carousel. Even 
highly dynamic needle raising applications are possible.  
Unlike mechanical lifting curves, electrical direct drives 
do not exert any destructive forces on the bearing shafts.

Closing with LinMot

A new product on the production line every 30 minutes. 
What was still considered an exception a few years ago 
is increasingly becoming part of everyday life. Plant en-
gineers solve this challenge by using purely electrical-
ly driven PR02 linear rotary motors from LinMot, which 
consist of separately controlled linear motors and ro-
tary motors. This results in capping solutions for the 
user that allow the decisive parameters such as stroke, 
impact force, angle of rotation and torque to be adjus-
ted via the operator interface of the packaging machine.
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